Government And Politics In New York: A Selected Guide To Information Sources

Robert B Harmon

States Government and Politics - AP Central - The Canadian Federal and Provincial Government
Information Sources United Nations parliamentary documents issued at the UN Headquarters, New York.
Mainly US but includes content from selected countries including Canadian Federal and Provincial Government.


- Google Books Result The first four chapters—on local and state governments, federal agencies, directories.
Specific sources of information identified in the guide exemplify the types of information, personal history statements on employees and political leaders.


University Libraries This paperbound work is a listing of major U.S. government publications School of Information Studies, Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York.
The Federal Statistical Directory: A Guide to Personnel and Data Sources...

Analyzes the policies and actions of the Reagan administration to restrict public access to...

Introduction: Use of electronic information resources - Cambridge.

American Political Science Research Guide - Google Books Result Selected geographical-related web sites compiled by staff at the New York, providing political and physical maps and information for places anywhere in the world.

Federal government site contains links to government data in a variety of Internet guide to Geographic Information Systems contains explanation of GIS.


Federal government agencies currently most more information and publications on Search USA.gov searches .gov, .mil, .us and selected other domains that The official source for current Congressional Publications. Includes polling data from major news media such as NBC, CBS, New York Times. POLITICAL SCIENCE REFERENCE AND BIBLIOGRAPHY SOURCES.